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Why Is Chance Bradford Trahan Running For US President
Why Is Ashley Lynn Moore Of Tempe Arizona Stalking Chance Trahan for President
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - May 7, 2020 - PRLog -- There seems to be lots of controversy surrounding
Chance Trahan's Presidential Campaign. From a stalker ex, to the controversy surrounding the fact that the
fictitious current pandemic was started to attempt to slow Chance's campaign.... there's so much
controversy that we can hardly keep up. But what does Trahan have to say about the person harassing his
campaign?
"I know my ex Ashley Lynn Moore is the one behind the stalking and harassment I'm going through,"
Trahan says.
"I can't get a break from her interfering with my life, much less my campaign. She's using court ruled
paternal orders to harass me, publicly embarrass me, and to make me feel depressed that I don't get to see
the kids she claims are mine," the unofficial Sheriff states.
Chance adds, "She won't leave me alone. She's got way too much time on her hands as a nurse to be sitting
in a hospital on her phone and cyberstalking her ex's. There we were, allegedly two kids deep into a
relationship, having a Domestic Partnership filed, and she'd come home showing me wedding photos of her
ex, Anthony, and his new wife that they posted on Facebook. I remember when our bills weren't getting
paid when she had me as the stay-at-home dad, because she was dumping thousands of dollars into a lawyer
that was behind getting me convicted for 'domestic violence' I didn't commit and making sure I couldn't see
the kids to tell them the truth about her drug use and abuse."
Watch Chance Trahan speak out about Ashley's abuse:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szzrsTBOK7o&t=2s
"And now she gets to fill the kid's heads that I was helping to raise with whatever she wants. The Court,
Law Enforcement and Child Protective Services only enabled her to keep abusing me and the kids like she
was abusing us when her and I were living together. I reported her to CPS, and CPS acted like they
understood everything I was saying, then suddenly I'm being lied to by the CPS agent about her being on
the run from CPS, because she was making things seem as if she was trying to escape me, as if I was
physically violent or out for revenge, when all I was trying to do was protect the kids from her and her
abusive–predator ways," Sheriff mentions.
Chance concludes, "I can't wait til the truth comes out about all her abuse and stalking. That's why I started
running for President. To protect myself from her abuse and to make sure that Dads have rights too. Cuz, I
mean, what is loco–motive Trump doing about this?"
Official Site: https://ChanceTrahan.com
Contact
Chance Trahan
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